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Simulation of the hard-sphere crystal–melt interface

Ruslan L. Davidchack and Brian B. Laird
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045

~Received 6 January 1998; accepted 4 March 1998!

In this work, we examine in detail the structure and dynamics of the face-centered cubic ~100! and

~111! crystal–melt interfaces for systems consisting of approximately 104 hard spheres using

molecular dynamics simulation. A detailed analysis of the data is performed to calculate density,

pressure, and stress profiles ~on both fine and coarse scales!, as well as profiles for the diffusion and

orientational ordering. The strong dependence of the coarse-grained profiles on the averaging

procedure is discussed. Calculations of 2-D density contours in the planes perpendicular to the

interface show that the transition from crystal to fluid occurs over a relatively narrow region ~over

only 2–3 crystal planes! and that these interfacial planes consist of coexisting crystal- and fluidlike

domains that are quite mobile on the time scale of the simulation. We also observe the creation and

propagation of vacancies into the bulk crystal. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.

@S0021-9606~98!51222-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Detailed knowledge of the microscopic structure, dy-

namics, and thermodynamics of the crystal–melt interface is

central to the full understanding of such important phenom-

ena as near-equilibrium crystal growth and homogeneous

nucleation.1–3 Given the severe difficulties associated with

the design of experiments that are able to probe the interface

at an atomic length scale,5 the vast majority of studies on

such systems have involved computer simulation of model

systems ~see the review by Laird and Haymet4 and refer-

ences therein.! In addition to establishing the basic phenom-

enology, the computer simulations are important in provid-

ing data for the evaluation and testing of theories of

interfacial structure. The most promising theories for the pre-

diction of the detailed microscopic structure and thermody-

namics of crystal–melt interfaces are those based on density-

functional theory—for more details see the reviews by

Singh,6 Löwen,7 and Laird and Haymet.4

In a simulation, the interface is characterized by measur-

ing the change in the various structural, thermal, and dy-

namical quantities of interest as the interface is traversed

from one phase to the other. For planar interfaces, the z axis

is generally chosen as the direction perpendicular to the in-

terface and quantities are averaged over xy and presented as

functions of z . Examples include, the density profile r(z)

5^r(r)&xy , the diffusion profile D(z), the temperature pro-

file T(z), and pressure tensor profile P(z). Such profiles will

average out any inhomogeneities in the planes parallel to the

interface and, as these can be extremely interesting, it can

also useful to study xy contour plots of given quantities on a

layer-by-layer basis. The thermodynamic quantity of greatest

interest for a particular interface is the solid–liquid surface

free energy, gsl , which is defined as the work required to

form one unit area of interface—this quantity is difficult to

determine via simulation and only one reliable calculation

has been done, namely, that of Broughton and Gilmer on a

Lennard-Jones system.8

In this work, we examine in detail the structure and dy-

namics of the face-centered cubic ~FCC! ~100! and ~111!

crystal–melt interfaces for systems consisting of approxi-

mately 104 hard spheres using molecular dynamics ~MD!

simulation. ~For an excellent introduction to the technique of

MD simulation as applied to hard-sphere systems, see Ref.

9.! Although it is only a cartoon of real interatomic interac-

tions, the hard-sphere system is interesting for two reasons:

First, due to the relative simplicity of the interaction poten-

tial ~either ` when two particles overlap or 0 otherwise!, this

system lends itself well to theoretical study—most of the

density-functional theory calculations of crystal–melt inter-

facial structure involve hard-sphere systems. Second, it is

now well established that the structure and freezing behavior

of dense, simple fluids is, for the most part, determined by

the repulsive part of the interaction potential. The effect of

the attractive part of the interaction can be well accounted for

by treating it as a perturbation to the repulsive part of the

potential, which is often approximated by a hard-sphere with

an effective diameter.10 Thus the hard-sphere crystal–melt

interface is an important reference system for the general

study of interfaces of systems with more realistic interac-

tions.

The interface between an FCC hard-sphere crystal and

its melt has been the subject of two recent simulation studies.

Kyrlidis and Brown ~KB!11 have performed Monte Carlo

simulations for the ~111!, ~110!, and ~100! interfaces. The

number of particles was about 3000 for each interface stud-

ied and only the density profiles were calculated, since the

primary goal of the simulations was to test the results for this

quantity from various density-functional theories. The inter-

facial widths, based on the density profiles, were shown to be

about 4–5s, 5–6s, and 4 s, for the ~100!, ~111!, and ~110!
interfaces, respectively. An observation of particular interest

is the increase in the density-profile peak spacing that occurs

in the ~100! interface as one moves perpendicular to the in-

terface from solid to fluid—this expansion is not seen in the

~111! density profile. The limiting value of the ~100! peak
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spacing on the liquid side was found to be almost precisely

the same as the ~111! bulk crystal spacing. The question as to

the origin of this expansion was left open by Kyrlidis and

Brown and will be examined further in this work.

In another recent work, Mori, Manabe, and Nishioka

~MMN!12 used constant energy molecular-dynamics simula-

tion to study the same hard-sphere interfaces, also using sys-

tems on the order of 3000 particles. As with the KB Monte

Carlo simulations only the density profiles were calculated,

giving estimated widths of about 5.5s for all interfaces stud-

ied ~these widths were not given by MMN, but we estimated

them from their published plots!. The runs here were rela-

tively short ~about 700 collisions per particle, including

equilibration time!; consequently, the density profiles

showed significant statistical fluctuations especially in the

liquid phase where periodic oscillations are seen to extend

throughout the bulk fluid region—these are probably undis-

sipated remnants of the FCC structure from which the fluid

was produced.

The purpose of the present work is to expand upon these

earlier simulations through the use of larger systems, longer

simulation runs and a more detailed analysis. In particular

we perform a layer-by-layer analysis of the density contours

and orientational order to determine the origin of the expan-

sion of the lattice plane spacing in ~100!. We also study the

effect of a variety of averaging techniques on the results

obtained—for example, we see that when lattice plane ex-

pansion is present the use of a uniform bin spacing in the z

direction for coarse-grained averages gives significantly dif-

ferent results than when a nonuniform bin spacing, deter-

mined by the spacing of the density peaks, is used. The rest

of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we

discuss the method by which our interface is prepared and

subsequently equilibrated. The procedure by which averages

are taken is presented in Sec. III. The results for the ~100!
and ~111! interfaces are presented in the next three sections:

Structure ~Sec. IV!, Stress and Pressure Profiles ~Sec. V!,
and Transport ~Sec. VI!. In Sec. VII we conclude.

II. INTERFACE PREPARATION AND EQUILIBRATION

The crystal–melt interfaces are set up parallel to the x – y

plane with periodic boundary conditions in all directions, but

since the symmetry of the system is broken in the z direction,

we use a simulation box that is much longer in that direction

than in x or y . The periodic boundary conditions result in a

simulation box containing two interfaces—the length of the

system in the z direction must be chosen to be large enough

that bulk behavior obtains in the center of both the crystal

and liquid regions.

The bulk density of the crystal and fluid phases were

chosen starting from the coexistence values that were previ-

ously determined by Hoover and Ree13 be rcs
3
51.041 and

r fs
3
50.945, where rc , r f and are the coexistence values of

the hard-sphere crystal and fluid, respectively, and s is the

hard-sphere diameter. The stability of the interface is very

sensitive to the exact values of the coexistence parameters

and we found that it was necessary to modify the Hoover and

Ree results slightly to guarantee a strain-free bulk crystal

after equilibration. Our final values are rcs
3
51.037 and

r fs
3
50.938, which gives an equilibrium pressure of 11.55

60.05kBT/s3, as opposed to the 11.7 kBT/s3 obtained from

the Hoover and Ree values. ~Note: We use 2s error bars for

all reported results of this study.!
The ~100! system was initialized with 42 crystal layers

each containing 128 particles with the same number of par-

ticles in the fluid, giving 10 752 particles and dimensions

Lx5Ly512.55s , and Lz569.28s . The initial ~111! system

has 36 crystal layers containing 154 particles each with an

equal number of particles in the fluid. The size of the ~111!
system is 11 088 particles with dimensions Lx512.20s , Ly

513.45s , and Lz568.57s .

Initially the fluid is prepared separately as a bulk system.

To ensure a nonoverlapping initial configuration, the hard

spheres are set up on an ordered lattice—in this case FCC.

This system is then evolved until the initial order disappears

and the equilibrium fluid state is reached. This procedure,

however, is not optimal for a fluid with densities close to the

coexistence value, since it takes a very long run for the initial

order to disappear. Therefore, we first create a fluid phase at

a density about 20% below coexistence and then gradually

increase the sphere diameters until the desired density is

reached. The diameter increase is usually done in 4–5 cycles

each consisting of three steps: first, the spheres are moved

away from each other by a small distance using a short-range

repulsive potential and a conjugate gradient method; second,

the sphere diameters are increased by a small factor so that

no overlap is caused; third, the fluid is allowed to equilibrate

for a relatively short period of time. Such a procedure allows

one to create a fluid at densities even higher than at coexist-

ence.

After the fluid block is equilibrated at a density slightly

above the coexistence value, it is placed next to the perfectly

ordered crystal block with a small gap to prevent overlap.

The fluid particles are then assigned velocities according to a

Maxwell distribution and are allowed to move, while the

particles in the crystal are held fixed. The fluid fills the gap

and its average total density decreases to the coexistence

value. The value of the original density of the bulk fluid is

chosen so that after equilibration the transverse pressure on

the solid and fluid sides of the interface are equal—the exact

values of the coexisting fluid and solid bulk densities ~and

thus the coexistence pressure! are adjusted to ensure that,

after a long run, the overall stress in the bulk solid is zero. If

the coexistence densities are not quite correct, the crystal will

try to compensate by expanding and contracting in the z

direction, but since the periodic boundaries prohibit expan-

sion in the x or y directions, stress will build up in the crys-

tal.

III. COMPUTING AVERAGES

The interface can be characterized by z dependent pro-

files of a variety of averaged quantities, such as density, pres-

sure tensor, temperature, etc. These x – y averaged parameter

profiles are generated by partitioning the z axis into discrete

bins. In order to study various properties of the interface,

different bin sizes were utilized. For the coarse scale the

width of the bins was set equal to the bulk crystal layer

spacing, which was 0.7841s and 0.9054s for the ~100! and
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~111! orientations, respectively. For the fine scale each

coarse-scale bin was divided into 25 equal parts. In addition,

a nonuniform coarse scale was employed in order to study

changes on a per-layer basis of those parameters that exhibit

oscillations in the crystal. The boundaries of the nonuniform

coarse-scale bins were defined to be at the minima in the

fine-scale density profile of the crystal and extended into the

fluid with the spacing between the last two detectable

minima. The coarse scales help to reveal the features in the

structural and thermodynamic parameters of the interface

which, on the fine scale, are masked by the large inhomoge-

neity of the crystal.

In the course of this study we have found that the coarse-

scale profiles are extremely sensitive to the choice of the

binning process, often leading to incorrect conclusions about

the appearance of the coarse-scale profiles. We have found

that a more reliable coarsed-grained profile, which is inde-

pendent of the binning process, can be obtained by filtering

the fine-scale profiles using a finite impulse response ~FIR!
filter.14 Given a fine-scale profile f n , the filtered profile is

obtained as follows

f̄ n5 (
k52N

N

wk f n1k . ~1!

Since we want the filtering process to smooth out the large

oscillations in the fine-scale profiles, we find the filter coef-

ficients wk by minimizing the quantity

S5(
n

~d2 f̄ n!2, ~2!

where d2 f̄ n5 f̄ n111 f̄ n2122 f̄ n is the second central differ-

ence.

The order of the FIR filter 2N11 has to be large enough

so that the oscillations due to the layered structure of the

crystal are averaged over, but sufficiently small to retain the

essential features of the profile in the interfacial region. We

have found that for N.40 most of the oscillations disappear

and the filter coefficients wk assume a Gaussian-type shape.

Therefore, in order to reduce the number of independent pa-

rameters, we define the shape of the filter to be a Gaussian

wk5Ae2~k/e !2

, k52N , . . . ,N , ~3!

with e chosen to minimize S given by Eq. ~2!. The normal-

ization constant A is determined from the condition (wk

51. Eventually we have set N550 for all the fine-scale pro-

files in both ~100! and ~111! orientations, which corresponds

to the filter width equal to approximately four crystal layers.

The Gaussian width e did not vary significantly for different

profiles and was found to fall within the range e52261.

Even though the total momentum of the system is set to

zero in the reference frame of the simulation cell, a nonzero

diffusion in the fluid part of the system causes fluctuations in

the average positions of the crystal layers. If the bin positions

were defined relative to the simulation cell, this would lead

to artificial broadening of the crystal density peaks. There-

fore, we fix the bin boundaries with respect to the average

position of the crystal by monitoring the average displace-

ments of particles in the crystal away from their equilibrium

lattice sites, and translating the bins by the average displace-

ment every 0.4 collisions per particle ~cpp! ~defined as twice

the ratio of the number of collisions to the number of par-

ticles in the system!. This procedure does not alter the dy-

namics of the system and it guarantees that the bulk crystal is

stationary during the averaging process.

In order to monitor variations of the system parameters

across the interface, different parameter profiles have been

defined as follows:

~a! Density: The density profile is defined as

r~z!5
^Nz&

Lx LyDz
, ~4!

where Nz is the number of particles between z2Dz/2

and z1Dz/2 at time t; Lx , Ly are the x and y dimen-

sions of the system, and the angled brackets denote

time averaging. The density profile is studied on both

fine and coarse scales. The fine-scale density profile is

used to determine the nonuniform coarse-scale bins.

~b! Temperature: The temperature profile is defined as

T~z!5
m

3kB

1

Lx LyDzr~z! K(
i51

Nz

vi
2L, ~5!

where v i is the velocity of a particle between z

2Dz/2 and z1Dz/2 at time t , m is the mass of the

particles, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Defined on

a coarse scale, the temperature profiles shows initial

heating of the interfacial region, which decays after

300–400 cpp.15 Uniformity in the temperature profile

indicates thermal equilibrium of the interfacial system.

~c! Pressure: The pressure tensor profile can be calculated

as the sum of the ideal gas pressure and the excess

pressure due to hard-sphere collisions

Pkl~z!5r~z!kBT~z!dkl1Pkl
ex~z !, ~6!

where dkl is the Kronecker delta. The excess part can

be determined based on the virial theorem as follows:

P kl
ex~z !5

m

LxLyDzDt (
c51

Nc

xkDv l , ~7!

where Dt is the time interval, Nc is the number of

collisions that occur between z2Dz/2 and z1Dz/2

during that interval, xk are the x , y , or z components of

the relative distance between two colliding particles,

and Dv l are the components of the velocity change due

to collision. If the centers of the two particles are in

different bins at the moment of collision, then half of

the virial for this collision is assigned to each of the

two bins. The total pressure profile is then given by

one-third of the trace of the pressure tensor

P~z!5 1
3@Pxx~z!1Pyy~z!1Pzz~z!#. ~8!

~a! Stress: The stress is determined from the components

of the pressure tensor, and is defined as
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S~z!5Pzz~z!2 1
2@Pxx~z!1Pyy~z!#. ~9!

This quantity is interesting for two reasons. First, cal-

culation of the crystal stress is required to determine

initial parameters of the interfacial system for an equi-

librium interface between fluid and unstrained crystal.

Second, the stress profile in the interfacial region pro-

vides information about the packing conditions in dif-

ferent parts of the interface.

~b! Orientational order: In order to investigate the type of

ordering at the interface we compute the orientational

order profile as a function of z on the uniform coarse

scale. We quantify ‘‘bond’’-angle orientational order

by the following order parameter:

qn~z!5K 1

Nz
(
i,j,k

cos@nuxy~i,j,k!#L, ~10!

where n is an integer number, i , j , and k are nearest

neighbor atoms in the same z bin, and uxy(i , j ,k) is the

angle between ri j and rik projected on the xy plane.

We study q4(z) and q6(z) for both ~100! and ~111!

interfaces, since they best reflect the symmetry of these

two orientations.

In order to get information about the extent of the inter-

facial region for different parameters, we use the so-called

10–90 width, which is defined as the distance over which a

monotonically varying parameter profile changes from 10%

to 90% of its value in the bulk crystal relative to its value in

the fluid as one traverses the interface from the fluid into the

crystal.

To monitor the stability and determine the coexistence

parameters of the crystal–melt interface system, we also

compute the crystal and fluid bulk properties. These values

are obtained from the parameter profiles by averaging over

approximately one-third of the coarse-scaled bins in the

middle of either crystal or fluid bulk phase.

Since the density profile at the interface is not known a

priori, it is not possible to precalculate the system param-

eters for a stable interface, even though the coexistence den-

sities for the hard sphere solid and fluid phases are known.

Therefore, one usually creates a system fairly close to coex-

istence and then expects it to equilibrate by itself. However,

in the crystal–fluid interface system, because of the periodic

boundary conditions, the crystal phase can only adjust its

coexistence density by changing the interlayer spacing in the

direction perpendicular to the interface. This usually leads to

a nonzero stress and strain in the solid phase. In order to

construct a truly equilibrated interface, we prepared several

trial systems with different initial parameters. Based on the

simulation results for these systems, the initial parameters of

the system were adjusted so that after equilibration, the crys-

tal in the crystal–fluid interface system remains unstrained.

After the initial parameters for the crystal–melt interface

system were determined for both ~100! and ~111! orienta-

tions, we prepared six systems for each orientation with

identical initial parameters but different starting configura-

tions and velocities. All 12 systems were allowed to evolve

for 20 000 cpp, which is approximately 550(ms2/kBT)1/2.

This corresponds to about 0.4 ns for a simple fluid such as

argon. The interfacial diagnostics were recorded every 200

cpp.

Initially the total pressure in the systems was approxi-

mately 11.7kBT/s3 with an average positive stress in the

bulk crystal of about 0.1kBT/s3. After 2000–3000 cpp, due

to freezing of a portion of fluid next to the interface, the

pressure dropped to about 11.5kBT/s3 and the bulk crystal

became unstrained. However, the magnitude of the pressure

fluctuations in individual systems remained large through the

whole simulation run, with pressure variations in the range

from 11.4 to 11.7kBT/s3. The pressure fluctuation were at

least an order of magnitude larger compared to the fluctua-

tions in the bulk fluid or crystal system of the same size and

were determined to be inversely proportional to the area of

the interface. Besides, the pressure fluctuations closely fol-

low fluctuations in relative volume of the fluid phase @see

Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#. Thus, the cause of these fluctuations is a

continual process of partial freezing and melting at the inter-

face. This fact has to be taken into account when the time

averages of parameter profiles are computed. Indeed, be-

cause of the freezing or melting at the interface, the relative

position of the interface changes with time and the features

of the interface obtained by averaging the profiles over long

time intervals would be unrealistically broadened. In order to

avoid this broadening, the average quantities should be com-

FIG. 1. Drift of the interfaces and time evolution of several system param-

eters during the simulation run. Each data point represents average quantity

over 200 collisions per particle ~cpp!. ~a! Positions of the two crystal–melt

interfaces. Distance between horizontal grid lines is equal to the separation

between crystal layers. Solid dots represent the intervals selected for the

final average. ~b! Ratio of volume occupied by the fluid system volume,

determined by the distance between the two interfaces, to the total system

volume. ~c! System pressure. Note that the pressure fluctuations closely

follow change in the fluid volume, indicating that they are primarily caused

by the freezing and melting at the interfaces. ~d! Average crystal stress Sc

computed from the stress profile inside the crystal. The initial system pa-

rameters are chosen such that Sc fluctuates around zero during the simula-

tion run.
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puted only from intervals of the simulation run during which

the interface is relatively stationary. In Fig. 1 the time evo-

lution of several parameters for one of the systems and the

intervals selected for the computation of averages are shown.

Figure 1~a! shows positions of the interfaces which we

determine using the orientational order parameter profiles de-

fined in Eq. ~10!. We define the position of the interface by

the point where the orientational order parameter crosses the

average of its values in the bulk crystal and fluid phases. The

parameters q4(z) and q6(z) are used to determine positions

of the interfaces in ~100! and ~111! systems, respectively.

This method of defining position of an interface was chosen

over the more traditional method of determining the Gibbs

dividing surface, because the orientational order parameter

was found to vary monotonically across the interface with

well defined values ~relatively small fluctuations! in the bulk

crystal and fluid ~see Fig. 5 below!.
For the final averages we selected intervals of duration

2000 cpp each. The intervals were selected according to two

criteria: First, drift of the interface should not exceed half the

distance between crystal layers; second, the average crystal

stress Sc during the selected interval should be smaller than

0.05kBT/s3 @see Fig. 1~d!#. The number of thus selected

intervals was 16 for each of ~100! and ~111! orientations.

IV. STRUCTURE

A. Density profiles

Density profiles for the ~100! and ~111! crystal–melt in-

terfaces are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The fine-

scale density profiles show large oscillations ~corresponding

to the crystal layers! that dampen gradually in the interfacial

region. The 10–90 widths of the height of the density peaks

are about 5.4 and 5.9s for the ~100! and ~111! interfaces,

respectively—these values are consistent with both the KB

and MMN simulations, but the anisotropy between the ~100!
and ~111! widths that we note are more consistent with the

KB results, since the MMN widths do not depend measur-

ably on orientation. Note that the maximum density values in

the crystal are 4.0 s23 and 4.6 s23 for ~100! and ~111! ori-

entations, respectively, which agrees with the results of the

KB Monte Carlo simulation.11 In the MMN simulation12 the

corresponding values are 3.2 s23 and 3.7 s23. This discrep-

ancy is due to the fact that in out simulation the bins are

required to move together with the average positions of the

crystal layers, which eliminates artificial broadening of the

crystal density peaks caused by the drift of the average crys-

tal position with respect to the simulation cell.

Coarse scale density profiles reveal additional informa-

tion about the structure of the interfaces. However, because

of the large oscillations in the crystal density, the appearance

of coarse-scaled profiles is extremely sensitive to the way the

coarse-scale bins are positioned. This is evident when we

plot density profiles on both uniform and nonuniform coarse

scales in Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!.
The uniform coarse-scale density profile for the ~100!

interface exhibits pronounced density deficit.16 However,

when we plot density profile on a nonuniform coarse scale

commensurate with the density oscillations, the density defi-

cit disappears. Note that the density on this scale changes

from crystal to fluid value in a narrow region of only 4–5

crystal layers. A similar narrow region of the density varia-

tion across the interface is seen in the filtered density profiles

p̄(z) defined according to Eqs. ~1! and ~3! with e522.1 and

22.0 for the ~100! and ~111! orientations, respectively. The

10–90 widths of the filtered density profiles are 3.2 and 3.3 s

FIG. 2. ~a! Fine scale density profiles for the ~100! crystal—melt interface.

The vertical dotted lines show boundaries of the uniform coarse-scale bins

of width equal to the bulk crystal layer spacing. The dashed lines show the

nonuniform coarse-scale boundaries placed at the minima of the fine-scale

density profiles and extended into the fluid with the spacing between the

outmost interface layers. ~b! Density profiles on the uniform ~dotted line!
and the nonuniform ~dashed line! coarse scales are shown together with the

filtered profile r̄(z) ~solid line!. Here and in subsequent figures, zero on the

horizontal axis indicates position of the interface determined from the ori-

entational order parameter profile.

FIG. 3. Fine and coarse-scale density profiles for the ~111! crystal–melt

interface. ~See caption to Fig. 2.!
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for the ~100! and ~111! interfaces, respectively. The oscilla-

tions in the density profile on the fluid side of the interface

seem to occur at essentially constant fluid coexistence den-

sity. This phenomenon is exhibited in both ~100! and ~111!
orientations.

It is useful at this point to compare the density profiles

produced in the current simulation to those predicted by re-

cent density-functional theory calculations on this same sys-

tem. In a density-functional theory, information about corre-

lation functions in the bulk fluid phase is used to construct

the Helmlholtz free-energy functional F @r(r# , where r(r)

is the usual single-particle density. An interface calculation

consists then of parameterizing r(r) such that one obtains

the coexisting bulk crystal and bulk liquid phases far from

the interfacial region and minimizing the surface free energy

~which is calculated from the functional for F with respect

to the parameters. ~For more details on the types of param-

eterizations and functional approximation that have been

used, see the reviews cited in the first paragraph of the In-

troduction.! By far the most ambitious such calculation is

that of Ohnesorge et al.,17 the weighted-density approxima-

tion of Curtin and Ashcroft18 is used together with a nearly

free parameterization of the density. The 10–90 width for

their calculated density profiles ~fine scale! are 2.6 and 2.9s
for the ~100! and ~111! hard-sphere interfaces, respectively.

These are considerably smaller than those found here. The

DFT calculations also show little expansion ~less that 2%! of

the peak spacing in the ~100! interface, which is clearly in

contradiction to this and earlier simulations. The source of

the difference between the simulation and the theory is not

clear. One possible origin is the mean-field nature of the

density-functional calculation which cannot properly take

into account the inhomogeneity of the interfacial region

where the simulations show coexisting clusters of solid and

liquid nature. Kyrlidis and Brown11 have also recently used

DFT to calculate the hard-sphere solid–liquid interfacial

structure. The functional that they used is based on the gen-

eralized effective liquid approximation ~GELA! of Lutsko

and Baus,19 which, for hard spheres ~and hard spheres only!!,
gives more accurate results for the coexistence densities than

does WDA. Using a parameterization that was less general

than that of Ohnesorge et al., their 10–90 widths for the

density profiles were 1.6 and 1.5s for ~100! and ~111!,
respectively—narrower than the results of Ohnesorge et al.,

and much narrower than the present simulation results.

B. Interlayer separation

To study changes in the crystal layer spacing across the

interface, we define interlayer separation

Dz i5 z̄ i112 z̄ i , ~11!

where z̄ i is the center of mass of layer i determined from the

fine-scale density profile between the adjoining density

minima. Figure 4 shows a large difference between the ~100!
and ~111! interface orientations. The ~100! layers show a

very large expansion from 0.784 s in the crystal to 0.901 s
between the last two detectable layers on the fluid side of the

interface. The ~111! layers, however, exhibit a small expan-

sion from 0.906s in the crystal to 0.926s in the middle of

the interface, followed by a contraction to slightly below the

interlayer spacing in the bulk crystal. Very similar results for

the layer width variations ~including the small expansion of

the ~111! interface! were reported for a 35 000 particle MD

simulation of the Lennard-Jones crystal–melt interface by

Galejs, Raveche, and Lie.20 Obviously, the repulsive part of

the Lennard-Jones potential is a major factor determining the

structure of the crystal–melt interfaces in those systems.

C. Orientational order profiles

The fact that the interlayer spacing for the ~100! inter-

face increases at the interface and approaches the width of

the ~111! crystal layers was speculated in earlier work to

indicate a preference of the fluid to order at a planar interface

in a way that is more consistent with a ~111! face.11 We test

this conjecture by calculating the orientational order param-

eter profiles q4(z) and q6(z) as defined in Eq. ~10!. The

~111! ordering in the ~100! interface should then exhibit it-

self in a nonmonotonic behavior of the q6(z) profile with a

maximum in the interfacial region. The results, presented in

Fig. 5, suggest that no ordering of the ~100! interface consis-

tent with the ~111! symmetry is present, since all the profiles

change monotonically across the interface. The 10–90

widths for all of the orientation profiles vary between 3.0 and

3.0s.

Relative widths and positions of the fine and coarse-

scale density profiles as well as the difference in the inter-

layer spacings between the ~100! and ~111! orientations seem

to be consistent with the interpretation of the interfacial

structure given by Broughton and Gilmer,21 who have done

extensive molecular dynamics simulations of the Lennard-

Jones crystal–melt interface. They attribute the density

variations on the fluid side of the interface to the properties

of the structure factor S(q) of the homogeneous fluid at the

coexistence density. The density variations induced in the

fluid are most likely to have a wavelength consistent with the

position of the maximum of the fluid structure factor. Since

this wavelength has a value close to the ~111! crystal layer

separation, the ~111! interfacial layers do not significantly

change their width, while the ~100! layers tend to relax out-

wards. Note that the interfacial region defined in the orien-

FIG. 4. Layer separation for ~100! and ~111! interfaces.
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tational profiles and the coarse-scale density profiles have

nearly idential widths and positions—the significance of this

is discussed in the summary section.

D. In-plane density distributions

In addition to the z-dependent profiles, we monitor the

in-plane 2-D density distribution at the interface by dividing

each uniform coarse-scale bin into an array of cells in the xy

plane. The array size was 80380 for the ~100! and 78386

for the ~111! orientation. For comparison we pick one bin in

the bulk crystal, one bin in the fluid, and four adjacent bins

in the middle of the interface. The resulting xy-plane density

distributions for ~100! and ~111! orientations are shown in

Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, together with the fine-scale den-

sity profiles with the selected coarse-scale bins indicated by

letters A through F. The density distributions are produced

by averaging over 2000 cpp for one of the systems in each

orientation.

The plots show that for both orientations the transition

from a crystal-like to a fluidlike structure occurs over a nar-

row region of only a couple of layers. The layer B has a

perfectly ordered structure similar to the bulk crystal layer A,

except with broader density peaks located at the crystal lat-

tice sites. On the other hand, the layer E looks very much

like the bulk fluid layer F. Note that the fluid layer density is

not very uniform, since the time interval, over which the

density distribution is monitored, is not sufficiently long to

get the local density fluctuations averaged over.

Another feature one can clearly see is that within each

interfacial layer there are ordered and disordered regions.

This is indicative of a rough, inhomogeneous interface. The

coexistence of ordered and disordered regions within inter-

facial layers was reported in earlier studies of crystal–melt

interfaces of simple liquids.20,22,23 However, an important is-

sue, which was not fully addressed in the previous studies, is

the dependence of the interface roughness on the time scale

over which the interface is monitored. Our simulations show

that when averaged over long time intervals ~10 000 cpp and

more!, the in-plane density distributions become much more

FIG. 5. Orientational order parameter profiles measured on a uniform

coarse-scale according to Eq. ~10!. Error bars show twice the standard de-

viation of the mean in every bin computed from the 16 selected intervals.

FIG. 6. Density variations in the xy plane for different layers of the ~100!
interface. The narrow vertical bar shows the gray scale corresponding to

different density values.

FIG. 7. Density variations in the xy plane for different layers of the ~111!
interface.
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uniform. This can be explained by a high mobility of the

ordered and disordered regions.

As an example we show in Fig. 8 four snapshots of the

density distribution in the layer C of the ~111! interface ob-

tained by averaging over four consecutive time intervals

each of 2000 cpp duration. Each snapshot shows a different

arrangement of the ordered and disordered regions. There-

fore, averaged over the four intervals, the density distribution

would appear to have less roughness than the individual

snapshots. As a consequence, the longer the time interval

over which the interface is monitored, the more diffuse and

homogeneous it appears.

V. PRESSURE AND STRESS PROFILES

The pressure profiles are measured on the fine scale ac-

cording to Eqs. ~6! and ~7!. From these we calculate the

filtered transverse pressure profile P̄zz(z) and the filtered

stress profile S̄(z), which are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, re-

spectively. The transverse pressure profiles are uniform

across the interface, which is an indication that the interfaces

are in mechanical equilibrium. The stress profile shows no

statistically significant stress or strain in the bulk crystal and

the profile, as expected, is not uniform through the interface.

We have also tried to determine the coarse-scale pres-

sure profiles using a nonuniform binning procedure, but have

found that they cannot be defined in a consistent manner.

The nonuniform coarse-scale profiles appear similar to the

filtered profiles, but the nonuniform bin boundaries have to

be determined separately for each profile according to its

own minima. This makes it hard to define consistently the

total pressure and stress profiles. On the other hand, when we

attempt to use the same nonuniform bin boundaries for all

the profiles, we obtain profiles with features which appear to

be the artifacts of particular positions of bin boundaries. For

example, when the nonuniform bin boundaries are deter-

mined according to the minima of the fine-scale density pro-

files as in Figs. 2 and 3, the transverse pressure profiles ex-

hibit nonuniform features in the interfacial region, which can

be removed by adjusting the bin boundaries according to the

minima of the fine-scale transverse pressure profiles. These

problems illustrate the superiority of the FIR filtering tech-

niques over the usual binning process for defining coarse-

grained averages of oscillatory quantities.

The stress profiles for the two orientations are shown in

Fig. 10. The surface stress can, in theory, be obtained from

the area under the stress profile S(z)2. Integrating over the

interfacial region between 25s and 5s we obtain the sur-

face stress 20.1760.06kBT/s2 for the ~100! interface and

20.7160.13kBT/s2 for ~111!.

FIG. 8. Density distributions in the layer C of the ~111! interface obtained

by averaging over four consecutive time intervals of 2000 cpp duration

each.
FIG. 9. Filtered transverse pressure profiles for the ~100! and ~111! inter-

faces. The dashed lines show twice the standard deviation of the mean

pressure in every bin computed from the 16 selected intervals.

FIG. 10. Stress profiles for the ~100! and ~111! interfaces. The dashed lines

show twice the standard deviation of the mean value in every bin computed

from the 16 selected intervals.
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It is also interesting to study the excess pressure on a

fine scale, especially if we can distinguish between the pres-

sure contributions from the in-plane collisions and those

from the collisions of particles in different crystal layers. To

achieve this we modify the binning procedure for the excess

pressure measurement. Instead of selecting the bins based on

the positions of the centers of the spheres, we select them

based on the position of the point of contact between the

colliding spheres. Now the excess pressure profile in the

crystal will have distinct peaks for the in-plane and inter-

plane collisions. The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for

the ~100! and ~111! interfaces, respectively.

For both the ~100! and ~111! orientations the Pzz
ex(zz)

profiles have peaks corresponding only to the interplane col-

lisions, because there is very little average momentum trans-

fer in the z direction during the in-plane collisions. On the

other hand, the xx and yy components are alike and have

peaks both within and between the crystal layers. Difference

in the peak height for the ~111! interface reflects the tighter

packing within crystal layers for this orientation. When the

interface is traversed from crystal into fluid, the in-plane and

interplane peaks of the xx and yy components decay and

blend together, with the in-plane peaks decaying slower.

These profiles are helpful in distinguishing the crystal lay-

ered structure from the disordered fluid, exhibiting some re-

sidual inhomogeneity. The zz component oscillations decay

in the same manner as the number density profile oscilla-

tions, except that they are shifted with respect to each other

by a half of the crystal layer width.

VI. DYNAMICS

A. Diffusion coefficient profiles

Mass transport in the interface is best quantified through

the diffusion constant profile D(z), which is important in the

understanding of near-equilibrium crystal growth. The diffu-

sion constant was determined from the slope of the mean

squared displacement as a function of time

D~z !5

1

6N~z !

d

dt (
j51

N~z !

^@rj~ t !2rj~ t0!#2&, ~12!

where N(z) is the number of spheres between z2Dz/2 and

z1Dz/2 at time t5t0 , and the brackets represent the average

over time origins t0 . The sphere displacement was moni-

tored on a uniform coarse scale over time tmax2t0
55.5(ms2/kBT)1/2 During this time the average fluid par-

ticle displacement is less than one particle diameter, so this

bin assignments should remain valid for the entire process.

The averaging was done over 50 time origins for each of the

16 selected intervals. The average diffusion constant profiles

for the ~100! and ~111! interfaces are shown in Fig. 13. The

average diffusion constant in the bulk fluid is

0.024(kBTs2/m)1/2, which corresponds to about

0.0015 cm2/s for a simple liquid such as argon. The diffusion

profiles are similar for the ~100! and ~111! orientations with

the 10–90 widths of 3.1s and 3.2 s, respectively. These

widths are nearly identical to the widths obtained from the

coarse-grained density profiles. As a test of the diffusion

anisotropy, the x , y , and z components of the mean square

displacement were calculated separately, but were found not

to differ significantly within the simulation error. As far as

we know, there is no current theory suitable for the quanti-

tative prediction of the diffusion profiles.

B. Vacancy propagation

Studying density profiles on a uniform coarse scale en-

abled us to observe the creation and propagation of vacancies

from the interface into the bulk crystal. Indeed, the uniform

coarse-scale density in the crystal is exactly proportional to

the number of particles in each crystal layer, unless there is a

FIG. 11. Excess pressure tensor components on a fine scale for the ~100!
interface. Vertical dotted lines indicate the nonuniform coarse-scale bin

boundaries. Note different scale for the P zz
ex component.

FIG. 12. Excess pressure tensor components on a fine scale for the ~111!
interface.
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vacancy, which can be clearly seen as a dip in the density

profile. In Fig. 14 the vacancy propagation in one of the

~111! simulation runs is shown. Vacancy propagation oc-

cured five times in the ~100! and four times in the ~111!
interface systems. ~Note that, in this particular case, the va-

cancy creation coincides with the growth of the left interface

by one crystal layer. However, as this coincidence does not

appear in many of the other runs in which vacancies were

produced, no correlation between vacancy formation and in-

terfacial growth can be inferred from the present data.! The

presence of vacancies in the crystal did not have any notice-

able effect on the fine-scale density profiles or any other

interface characteristics. The mechanism of vacancy forma-

tion and a quantitative analysis of the motion of the vacan-

cies in the bulk were not studied here, but will be the subject

of future work.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented detailed molecular dynamics simula-

tion results for the ~100! and ~111! FCC crystal–melt inter-

faces for the single-component hard sphere system. The prin-

cipal findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

~1! In agreement with previous studies of both the hard-

sphere interfaces11,12 and those for a Lennard-Jones

system,20,21 we see an increase in the spacing between

the ~100! density profile peaks as the interface is tra-

versed from solid to liquid. A similar increase is not seen

in the ~111! interface ~the spacing for this interface does

increase slightly in the interfacial region, but decreases

back to nearly its original value before the density oscil-

lations damp out in the liquid!. Analysis of the orienta-

tional order in the planes perpendicular to the interface

shows that this phenomenon is not due to a ~111!-like

ordering of the liquid near the ~100! interface, as has

been previously speculated,11 but is more likely due to

the properties of the fluid structure factor S(q)—density

variations in the fluid that are induced by the presence of

the interface will be enhanced if the wavelength is con-

sistent with the position of the first maximum of S(q).21

~2! We have calculated interfacial profiles of density, pres-

sure and stress using both fine and coarse scales. The

coarse-scale profiles for such properties, for which the

fine-scale profile is oscillatory, are found to be very sen-

sitive to the process by which they are calculated. Use of

uniformly spaced bins is shown to lead to structural ar-

tifacts in the interfacial region if the spacing between the

oscillation peaks on the fine scale is not constant—as is

the case for the ~100! interface @and to a much smaller

degree ~111!#. The use of nonuniformly spaced bins that

are commensurate with the oscillations does eliminate

the artifacts, but the precise bin spacings needed are

shown to be dependent on the property measured, e.g.,

nonuniform bin spacings optimized for density profiles

will lead to structural artifacts if used to calculate a

coarse-grained pressure profile. As a way around these

problems, we demonstrate that well-defined coarse-

grained profiles can be produced from the fine-scale pro-

files without the use of an additional binning procedure

through the use of a finite impulse response ~FIR!
filter.14

~3! Analysis of density contours in the x – y planes perpen-

dicular to the interface show that the actual transition

from crystal to fluid takes place over a relatively narrow

region—about 2–3 crystal layers. This is much narrower

than the width indicated by the density profiles, which

are 7 to 8 crystal planes in width. Also, the transition

layers are not uniform, but exhibit domains of crystal

and fluid that coexist within the same layer. These do-

mains are not static, but appear to have a high degree of

mobility—even on short time scale ~subnanosecond! in-

FIG. 13. Diffusion coefficients for the ~100! and ~111! crystal–melt inter-

faces. The error bars represent twice the standard deviation of the mean

value calculated from the 16 samples.

FIG. 14. Vacancy propagation into the ~111! crystal. The uniform coarse-

scale density profiles for one of the simulation runs are shown. The profiles

are computed from 100 successive time intervals of 200 cpp duration each,

and are shifted downward by 0.005s23 from each other, so that lower

profiles correspond to later simulation times.
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herent in such computer simulations. This clustering

could prove problematic for the construction of an accu-

rate density-functional theory of the solid–fluid interface

since such theories are mean-field in nature and will not

include the contributions of such dynamic fluctuations.

~4! The diffusion constant profiles for each interface have

been calculated. The interfacial widths indicated by this

transport property are independent of interfacial orienta-

tion and are about 3.1 to 3.2s, which corresponds to

about four ~100! lattice planes and three ~111! planes.

These widths are nearly identical to the widths obtained

from the coarse-grained density profiles ~3.2 to 3.3s!,
but are narrower than the widths of fine-grained density

peaks which vary from 5.4 to 5.9s. The behavior of the

diffusion constant is nearly identical to that seen in pre-

vious interfacial simulations on Lennard-Jones and in-

verse power potentials.24

~5! We show that the interfacial region defined by coarse-

scale density profiles and the orientation profiles have

nearly identical width and position. These quantities are

measures of the ‘‘intrinsic’’ width of the interface, that

is, the distance over which the system goes from being

solidlike to being liquidlike. This width is significantly

smaller ~and more isotropic! than the structural width of

the interface ~defined as the width of the fine-scale den-

sity profiles!. This difference is due to the fact that the

crystal lattice peaks begin to broaden before any signifi-

cant liquid disorder begins to emerge and, on the liquid

side, the liquid begins to exhibit z direction ordering

before any solidlike xy ordering sets in. This is also

indicated in the xy-plane density contours. It is interest-

ing to note that the diffusion profiles have the same

width as both the coarse-scale density profiles and the

orientation profiles, but the position of the apparent in-

terface is shifted considerable towards the liquid phase.

~6! We have observed in some of our simulation runs the

creation and propagation of vacancies from the interface

into the bulk crystal. The precise creation mechanism

and transport properties of these vacancies were not in-

vestigated in this study.
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